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Introduction
The salaries of office workers are many times higher than the cost of operating a building in developed countries (Woods, 1989; Seppänen, 1999).
Consequently, even small improvements in human
performance and productivity following improvements of indoor environmental quality (IEQ) can result in a substantial economic benefit. Based on very
conservative assumptions, Fisk and Rosenfeld (1997)
estimated that improving indoor environment in US
office buildings would result in a direct increase in
productivity of 0.5% to 5%, worth US$12 billion to
US$125 billion annually. It should be recognized that
this estimate includes the effects of thermal environ-
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ment and lighting quality affecting vision, and is only
partially affected by indoor air pollution, or the distraction caused by odours and scents and their effects
on productivity. The more recent estimates suggest
slightly lower yet still considerable annual economic
benefit of $17 to $26 billion as a result of improving
IEQ (Fisk et al., 2011).
Even though the potential productivity benefits are
quite substantial, they are not generally considered in
conventional economic cost-benefit calculations pertaining to building design and operation. This is despite the fact that building services engineers are gradually interested in improving indoor environments
and quantifying the subsequent effects of these improvements on productivity (Wargocki and Seppänen,
2006). Among many factors the reliable relationships
between IEQ and productivity are needed so this may
happen. An attempt to create such relationships was
made by Seppänen and Fisk (2006) (see also REHVA
Guidebook by Wargocki and Seppänen (2006)).
Besides the relationships between air quality, ventilation and performance and ventilation rate and absence
rates, the function estimating the effect of temperature on performance of office work was developed.
Also others attempted to create similar relationship
(Berglund et al.,1990; Roelofsen, 2001; Jensen et al.,
2009; Lan et al., 2011b).
The objective of this paper is to compare quantitative
relationships between thermal environment (temperature and thermal sensation) and human performance. The effects of indoor temperature on human
performance are then discussed taking into account
seasonal differences (winter vs. summer), as well as
the selection of different categories of indoor environment used for design, as prescribed by the European
Standard EN15251 (2007).
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The relationship between thermal
environment and work performance
Air temperature is the commonly used indicator of
thermal environment in IEQ and productivity research. One of the very first attempts to create the
relationship between temperature and performance
was made by Wyon (1986), and was based mainly on
his experimental studies; the relationship differentiated between effects in summer and in winter (depending on clothing), as well as between effects for
different type of work. The relationship showed that
both elevated and too low temperatures have negative effects on performance of office work. Analogous
observations were made by other authors who developed similar relationship. For example, Berglund et al.
(1990) predicted performance decrement over a range
of elevated indoor temperatures (see Figures 2 and
3) based on the performance measurement of wireless operators and Gagge’s two-layer model. The temperatures used in their experiments spanned however
from about 30°C to 40°C; they were thus unusually
high compared to temperatures “normally” occurring
indoors. The results published by 24 different studies were used by Seppänen et al. (2006) to create the
relationship between temperatures and performance
(Figures 2 and 3); the studies were performed under
laboratory conditions and in the field and dealt with
performance of office work (21 studies) and schoolwork (3 studies).

Figure 2. The relationships between air temperature
and performance with superimposed categories of
indoor environment for summer conditions according
to standard EN15251 (2007).

Figure 1. The relationships between thermal sensation
and relative performance with superimposed categories
of indoor environment according to standard EN15251
(2007); TSV is coded as follows: -3=cold, -2=cool, -1=slightly cool, 0=neutral, 1=slightly warm, 2=warm, 3=hot.

Although the relationships described above linked
temperature to performance, it is interesting to discuss whether the effects of thermal environment on
performance should only be defined using temperature and whether other metrics such as thermal discomfort should be used as well. This question is particularly valid considering that Wyon et al. (1975)

Figure 3. The relationships between air temperature
and performance with superimposed categories of
indoor environment for winter conditions according to
standard EN15251 (2007).
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showed that subjects could achieve similar performance results under two different temperatures of
around 23.2˚C (at 0.6 clo) and 18.7˚C (at 1.15 clo);
at both temperatures they achieved subjectively assessed thermal neutrality by slightly adjusting the air
temperature. This question is also valid considering
that thermal discomfort is not only influenced by
the temperature but is a result of combination of
six parameters including metabolic heat production
(physical activity), clothing, temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity and air humidity; different combinations of these parameters may result in
the same thermal sensation or Predicted Mean Vote
(PMV) as defined by Fanger (1970). Consequently
these two indices along with the temperature can be
used to describe how the thermal environment affects performance. This approach was adopted by
Roelofsen (2001) who related the loss of performance with PMV (Figure 1) using the data of Berglund
et al. (1990) and Loveday et al. (1995). Kosonen and
Tan (2004) also used PMV to illustrate how the productivity loss can be minimized through improved
thermal comfort design criteria; however, only the effects of feeling too warm on productivity were reported and no relationship between PMV and productivity was created. Jensen et al. (2009) derived on the
other hand the relationship between thermal sensation votes and performance (Figure 1); they adopted
the Bayesian model taking into account probabilistic
distribution of different factors influencing thermal
sensation and used the data on performance of addition task (a component skill used to simulate office
work) from several laboratory and field experiments
when creating their relationship. Recently yet another
quantitative relationship also between thermal sensation votes and work performance was derived by

Lan et al. (2011b) (Figure 1); they used the data on
performance of neurobehavioral tests and simulated
office work from their own three independent laboratory studies in which thermal sensation of subjects
was recorded (Lan et al.,2009; Lan and Lian, 2009;
Lan et al., 2011a).
Figure 1 compares the three different relationships
between thermal sensation and work performance developed by Roelofsen (2001), Jensen et al. (2009) and
Lan et al. (2011b). It shows that there exists thermal
sensation for optimal performance: feeling too cold
or too warm will negatively affect the performance,
though the effects are not symmetrical around thermal neutrality and they are somewhat skewed towards
slightly cool sensation. The model of Roelofsen (2001)
indicates the greatest impact of thermal discomfort on
performance and probably carries the highest level of
uncertainty. The relationship of Jensen et al. (2009) is
similar to Lan et al. (2011b) on the cool side, though it
is much different from the model of Lan et al. (2011b)
on the warm side of the thermal sensation scale. The
lowest impact on performance is observed for the relationship of Lan et al. (2011b) which only included
laboratory data.
Using the relationships presented in Figure 1, Table 1
summarizes the potential effects of thermal environment on performance for different categories of indoor
environment as specified in the standard EN15251
(2007). The relationship established by Lan et al.
(2011b) indicates that within category I (with high
level of expectation) one may expect the performance
to decrease as much as 0.12% if different thermal
conditions are selected while if category III (with acceptable, moderate level of expectation) is selected

Table 1. The potential maximum reduction in performance for different categories of indoor environment as
defined by standard EN 15251 (2007).
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Category
according to
EN15251

Predicted
mean vote
(PMV)

I

Maximum performance decrement compared to optimum performance of 100% (%)
Lan et al. (2011b)

Jensen et al. (2009)

Roelofsen (2001)

-0.2<PMV<0.2

0.12

0.82

1.44

II

-0.5<PMV<0.5

0.31

1.34

5.48

III

-0.7<PMV<0.7

0.50

1.75

8.42

IV

PMV<-0.7;PMV>0.7

>0.5

>1.75

>8.42
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Table 2. The potential maximum reduction in performance for different categories of indoor environment as
defined by standard EN15251 (2007) in winter and in summer.
Category
according to
EN 15251

Operative temperature (°C)

Maximum performance decrement compared to optimum performance of 100% (%)
Lan et al. (2011b)

Seppänen et al. (2006)

Berglund et al. (1990)

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

I

23.5~25.5

21~23

0.08

0.14

2.36

0.39

0.00

3.80

II

23.0~26.0

20~24

0.15

0.28

2.93

0.98

0.00

7.00

III

22.0~27.0

19~25

0.39

0.49

4.21

1.84

2.50

10.2

IV

<22; >27

<19; >25

>0.39

>0.49

>4.21

>1.84

>2.50

>10.2

the performance can be reduced by up to 0.5% from
the optimal performance of 100%. Consequently
changing from category III to category I one may expect improvement of performance by at least 0.38%.
Similarly, the relationship of Roelofsen’s (2001) predicts that changing the category III to category I may
increase the performance by at least 6.98%. For the
thermal conditions outside the criteria defined by categories I to III (category IV) one may expect that performance can be reduced by at least 0.5% compared
with the optimum, and probably even more. This is
also illustrated in Figure 1 that shows the ranges of
thermal sensation votes for different categories of indoor environment as specified by standard EN15251
(2007). All relationships show that designing for a
lower environmental category will result in reduced
performance.

Season-specific analysis
The relationship between thermal sensation and performance developed by Lan et al. (2011b) was used
to create the relationship between temperature and
performance for summer (Figure 2) and for winter
(Figure 3) to examine the effect of season on the predicted effects of temperature on performance. The
relationship of Lan et al. (2011b) was used for this
purpose as it shows the most conservative estimates
of the effects of thermal environment on performance among the relationships presented in Figure 1,
although other relationships can be used as well; thus
the effects presented below are the minimum effects.
When creating Figures 2 and 3 the mean radiant
temperature was assumed to be equal to air temperature (i.e., operative temperature equals the air tem-

perature), the activity level to be 1.2 met, air velocity
to be 0.15 m/s and the relative humidity to be 50%;
the clo value was assumed to be 1.0 clo for winter,
and 0.5 clo for summer; other set of assumptions
can of course be made if one wants to run similar
sensitivity analyses in the future. The relationships
between temperature and performance which are independent of seasonal changes and which were developed by Berglund et al. (1990) and Seppänen et
al. (2006) were superimposed on Figures 2 and 3 for
comparison.
Using the relationships presented in Figures 2 and
3, Table 2 summarizes the potential effects of temperature on performance in winter and in summer for
different categories of indoor environment as specified in standard EN15251 (2007). It shows there
are significant difference in the estimated effects on
performance between winter and summer if the relationships of Seppänen et al. (2006) and Berglund
et. (1990) are used, but quite comparable effects on
performance between the two seasons are observed
in case of the relationship of Lan et al. (2011b). The
latter relationship shows also the most conservative
effects on performance among all three relationships;
the performance is expected to decrease from the optimal performance of 100%cbetween 0.08% and
0.39% in summer, and between 0.14% and 0.49%
in winter. Consequently changing indoor environmental category from III to I one may expect the performance of office work to be improved by at least
0.31% to 0.35%; this effect is, as expected, comparable with the estimates shown in Table 1. For temperatures outside category I to III (category IV) one
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ilar between the relationship developed by Lan et
al. (2011b) and the relationship of Seppänen et al.
(2006). This may suggest that the latter relationship
is better suited for winter not for summer conditions,
although the data used for developing this relationship stem from experiments performed both in winter and in summer, in different climatic regions and
from laboratory and field studies (see Seppänen et al.
(2006) for details).

Figure 4. The relationship between indoor temperature
and human performance at different clothing insulation
levels for summer conditions.

Figures 4 and 5 show the impact of changes in clothing insulation during summer and winter on the air
temperature for optimum performance; they are based
on the relationship of Lan et al. (2011b) shown in
Figure 3. The insulation of each set of ensemble is
calculated according to the description of ASHRAE
Handbook (2005). All ensembles include shoes and
briefs or panties. In summer, the indoor air temperature for optimum performance can be increased from
about 23.9°C to 25.4°C when people wear walking shorts and short-sleeved shirt corresponding to
0.36 clo instead of trousers and short-sleeved shirt
corresponding to 0.57 clo. The indoor air temperature for optimum performance can be decreased from
about 21.9°C to 19.7°C in winter when trousers, longsleeved shirt, thick long-sleeved sweater and thick
sleeveless vest are chosen corresponding to 1.19 clo
instead of trousers, long-sleeved shirt and thin longsleeved sweater corresponding to 0.86 clo.

Implications

Figure 5. The relationship between indoor temperature
and human performance at different clothing insulation
levels for winter conditions.

may expect that performance can be reduced by at
least 0.39%. This can also be seen in Figures 2 and
3 which show also the temperature requirements for
different categories of indoor environment as specified by standard EN15251 (2007).
It should be noted that Figure 3 shows that the temperature for optimum performance in winter is sim-
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Many countries now mandate that thermostats should
be set higher during warm weather to conserve the energy used for cooling buildings. For example, a campaign named Cool Biz has been carried out by the
Japanese government recommending raising the set
points during summer to 28°C and wearing lighter clothing (Akiyama et al., 2011). Figure 4 shows
that increasing air temperature to 28°C and above,
even with very light clothing, may reduce performance by minimum of 0.5% if the most conservative
relationship of Lan et al. (2011b) is selected. The increased temperatures will also increase Sick Building
Syndrome (SBS) symptoms as indicated by Mendell
et al. (2002). They found that higher summer temperatures even in mid to high levels within the comfort zone are associated with more SBS symptoms.
Also Krogstadt et al. (1991) and Fang et al. (2004)
showed that high temperatures will increase SBS.
The increased temperatures can also result in negative
physiological responses (e.g., eye problems, change
in respiratory patterns and oxygen exchange) (Lan
et al., 2011a), which may consequently affect health
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conditions and performance, although at present it is
not clear whether these effects are just because of elevated temperature, or are due to thermal discomfort
or both. Since elevated temperatures in summer may
have negative consequences for building users, it may
be recommended that air temperature during summer should be set within the lower half of the summer thermal comfort range, mainly to improve performance of office work but also to avoid the negative
health effects discussed above. This does not have to
cost energy if only methods allowing avoiding thermal discomfort due to warmth with low energy use
are advanced. One of the methods worth considering
can for example be using the personalized ventilation
for cooling by intensifying the convective heat transfer (Melikov and Knudsen, 2007).
Many countries now also mandate that thermostats
should be set lower during cold weather to conserve
the energy used for heating buildings. Similar to Cool
Biz, the Warm Biz campaign request home owners and
office building users to set thermostats to maximum
20°C during the heating season. Figure 3 shows that
keeping temperatures in winter at 20°C would basically have minimal effect (about 0.05% decrement)
on performance. At the same time the intensity and
frequency of SBS symptoms will be reduced as indicated by many previous studies (Reinikainen and
Jaakkola, 2001; Mendell and Mirer, 2009; Lan et al.,
2010; 2011a). Actually Fisk et al. (2011) estimated
that eliminating temperatures above 23°C in winter
would result in annual economic benefits of $3.4 billion of which $2.1 billion is attributable to improved
performance and $1.1 billion to reduced prevalence
of SBS symptoms. As shown in Figure 4, the temperature for optimum performance in winter could be
decreased efficiently by increasing clothing insulation
level. Thus maintaining the buildings in winter at the
cooler end of the recommended comfort range may
not affect performance but it may also substantially
reduce many acute symptoms, all achieved together
with saving a good deal of energy.

fort model (de Dear and Brager, 1998; EN15251,
2007). According to the adaptive model it is possible to reach thermal neutrality across the range of
outdoor temperatures due to adaptive actions such
as windows opening, adjustment of clothing and behavioural changes. It is difficult to estimate the effects on performance in buildings without mechanical cooling, although laboratory experiments suggest
no negative effects of drifting temperatures (occurring in such buildings) on performance of simulated
office work (Kolarik et al., 2009). More data on the
effects on performance would still be needed from the
buildings in which thermal conditions are specified
using adaptive model. Nevertheless it should be noted
that thermal conditions providing thermal neutrality,
as e.g. defined by the adaptive model, may not give
rise to maximum performance. This has already been
demonstrated by Pepler and Warner (1968) and is
also well illustrated by the relationships presented in
Figure 1 which indicates that slightly cool environment promotes performance.

Conclusions
Inadequate thermal conditions expressed by both elevated or too low temperatures, by too warm or too
cool environment have significant negative effects on
human performance.
Studies indicate that comfortable cool environment
is beneficial for performance of office work. Avoiding
elevated temperatures in winter and in summer can
bring measurable benefits.
Designing thermal environment for the lower category of indoor environment as specified in standard
EN15251 (2007) will cause reduced performance of
office work. The potential savings on the first costs
and running costs by designing for the lower category of indoor environment can consequently be counteracted by reduced performance of office workers.
Designing for the highest category would thus be
desirable.

Limitations
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